Good Day,
I am writing to you in regards to the possible continuance of The State of Emergency Order. There is no longer an Emergency. The citizens of Connecticut and the United States will no longer tolerate the obvious political agendas attached to the unlawful "mandates" keeping us under the "rule" of Governor Lamont and other political offices.
I, first hand know the corruption wrapped around this "pandemic" as my Mother passed on July 25th. The nurse who pronounced her death was writing out her death certificate. I looked her in the eye and asked her what she was putting on as a cause of death? She looked at me wide eyed and asked what I was referring to? I told her (as my entire family was also present) that our Mother did not die of Covid-19, she never had Covid-19 and she was NOT to put that on her death certificate. She agreed and then explained that she WAS in fact told to put Covid-19 on ALL death certificates. I will testify in court if ever necessary and my entire family will as well.
Connecticut has the HIGHEST nursing home death rate in the country and 3rd highest death rate per capita as a whole in the country. Not only is this unacceptable but We The People of Connecticut will be looking for justice if any of these deaths were unnecessary and avoidable due to political agendas.

The majority of We The People no longer trust Governor Lamont or his support staff condoning the continued lock down, mask wearing, hold on the use of Hydroxychloroquine for Covid-19 and all the other mandates used to keep the citizens of CT under control. We also see the hypocritical actions by the Governor, his support staff regarding the rules HE implemented that he and they do not follow. And these mandates make absolutely no sense whatsoever, they are only put in place to strip our Liberties away.
It is apparent Governor Lamont assumes the citizens of Connecticut are stupid to not see the tyranny and absolute disposal of our Freedoms AND to assume we will continue to be compliant and complicit.
We live in a constitutional republic, we vote our representatives in to keep a check and balance. Our local reps in fact are the most important voted in representatives.
Connecticut is waking up to what is going on, if our local reps don't stand up for us, we will come together and unite for justice and have the final say when it comes time to vote.

Thank you,
Chris Olin
Cheshire CT